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12. Position the foot switch for easy accessibility. You
must be able to hold and control the cable, control the
foot switch, and reach the FOR/OFF/REV switch.

13. Confirm that the FOR/OFF/REV switch is in the OFF
position.

14. If using a battery tool, with dry hands insert a fully
charged battery into machine.

If using a corded machine, run the cord along the clear
path. With dry hands plug the drain cleaner into a
properly grounded outlet. Keep all connections dry and
off the ground. If the power cord is not long enough,
use an extension cord that

• Is in good condition
• Has a three prong plug similar to that supplied on

the drain cleaner
• Is rated for outdoor use and contains a W or W-A in

the cord designation (i.e. SOW).
• Has sufficient wire size (16 AWG for 50’ or less, 14

AWG for 50’ – 100’ long). Undersized wires can
overheat, melting the insulation or causing a fire or
other damage.

When using an extension cord, the GFCI on the drain
cleaner does not protect the extension cord. If the out-
let is not GFCI protected, it is advisable to use a
plug in type GFCI between the outlet and the exten-
sion cord to reduce the risk of shock if there is a
fault in the extension cord.

Operating Instructions
WARNING

Always wear eye protection to protect your eyes
against dirt and other foreign objects.
Only wear RIDGID drain cleaning gloves. Never
grasp the rotating cable with anything else, includ-
ing a glove or a rag. They can become wrapped
around the cable, causing serious injury. 

When cleaning drains that might contain hazardous
chemicals or bacteria, wear appropriate protective
equipment, such as goggles, face shields or res-
pirators, to prevent burns and infections. For extra
protection from chemicals and bacteria on the
machine and in the work area, wear latex, rub-
ber or other liquid barrier gloves under the RIDGID
drain cleaning gloves. Rubber soled, non-slip shoes

can help prevent slipping and electric shock, es-
pecially on wet surfaces.

Follow operating instructions to reduce the risk of
injury from twisted or broken cables, cable ends
whipping around, machine tipping, chemical burns,
infections and other causes.

1. Make sure that machine and work area is properly set
up and that the work area is free of bystanders and
other distractions.

2. Wearing RIDGID drain cleaning gloves, pull cable
out of machine and feed into drain. Push cable as far
into drain as it will go. At least one foot of cable must
be in drain so that the end of the cable will not come
out of the drain and whip around when  you start the
machine. 

3. Assume a proper operating position.

• Be sure you can control the ON/OFF action of the
foot switch and can quickly release the foot switch
if needed. Do not step on foot switch yet.

• Be sure that you have good balance, do not have to
over reach, and cannot fall on the foot switch, drain
cleaning machine, the drain or other hazards. 

• You must be able to place at least one hand on the
cable at all times to control and support the cable
as it feeds into the drain and blockage.

• You must be able to reach the FOR/OFF/REV
switch.

This operating position will help to maintain control of
the cable and machine. See Figures 9 and 13.

4. Move the FOR/OFF/REV switch to the FOR (FOR-
WARD) position. Do not depress the foot switch
yet. FOR/OFF/REV refers to the cable rotation and
not to the direction of cable movement. Do not rotate
the cable in reverse except as specifically described
in these instructions. Running the drain cleaner in
REV can damage the cable.

K-40 Drain Cleaning Machine
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Using Manual Feed Machine
Grasp the cable with both gloved hands and pull a short
section (6" - 12") of cable from the drum so that there is a
slight bow in the cable. Gloved hands must be on the
cable to control and support the cable. Improper cable
support can allow the cable to kink or twist and can damage
the cable or injure the operator. See Figure 11.

Figure 11 – Manually Feeding Cable

Starting the cable in the drain

Confirm at least one foot of cable is in the drain and the
drum opening is within 2' of drain opening. Press the foot
switch to start the machine. Feed the rotating cable into the
drain. The rotating cable will slowly work its way into the
drain as you push on the cable with gloved hands. The
person controlling the cable must also control the
foot switch. Do not operate the drain cleaner with
one person controlling the cable and another per-
son controlling the foot switch. This can lead to
kinking, twisting and breaking of the cable.

If it is hard to get the cable through a trap, the following
methods or combination of methods can be used. 
• First, sharp downward thrusts on the cable, both with

and without the cable turning, can help to get the tool to
pass through the trap. 

• A second method is to run the drain cleaner in REV
(REVERSE) for several seconds while pushing on the
cable. Only do this long enough to get the cable started
through the trap. Running the drain cleaner in reverse
can damage the cable. 

• Finally, if none of these options work, consider using a
smaller diameter or more flexible cable, or a different
drain cleaner.

Cleaning the drain

With the cable rotating in FORWARD (FOR) direction pull
short sections (6" - 12") of cable out of the drum and feed
it into the drain. Always keep both hands on the cable. As
you feed the cable into the drain, you may feel and see
the cable slow down and feel the cable start to wind or
load up (this will feel like the cable is starting to twist or
squirm). This may be a transition in the drain line (trap,
elbow, etc.) build up in the drain (grease, etc.) or the ac-
tual blockage. Feed the cable slowly and carefully. Do not
let cable build up outside the drain. This can cause the
cable to twist, kink or break.

Pay attention to the amount of cable that has been fed into
the drain. Feeding cable into a larger drain line or similar
transition may cause the cable to kink or knot and prevent
removal from the drain. Minimize the amount of cable
fed into the transition to prevent problems.

If using cable with the “speed bump” feature (See Figure
12) this indicates that there is only about five more feet of
usable cable.

Figure 12 – C-13-IC SB Cable with Cable End Indicator
Speedbump is Approx. 84″ From Back End of
Cable

Working the blockage

If the tool at the end of the cable stops turning, it is no
longer cleaning the drain. If the tool becomes lodged in the
blockage and power is maintained to the drain cleaner, the
cable will start to wind up (this will feel like the cable is
starting to twist or squirm). Having both hands on the
cable allows you to feel this wind up and control the
cable. As you feel the cable wind up, or if the tool stops
turning, pull back on the cable to free the tool from the
blockage. Don’t keep the cable rotating if the tool is stuck
in a blockage. If the tool stops turning and the drum keeps
rotating, the cable can twist, kink or break.

Once the tool is free of the blockage and is turning again,
you can slowly feed the rotating cutting tool back into the
blockage. Do not try to force the tool through the blockage.
Let the spinning tool “dwell” in the blockage to help com-
pletely break it up. Work the tool in this manner until it has
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moved completely past the blockage (or blockages), and
the drain is flowing. 

While working the blockage, the tool and cable may be-
come clogged with debris and cuttings from the blockage.
This can prevent further progress. The cable and tool
need to be retrieved from the drain and the debris re-
moved. See section on “Retrieving the Cable”.

Handling a stuck tool

If the tool stops turning and the cable cannot be pulled
back from the blockage, release the foot switch while
firmly holding the cable with both hands. Do not re-
move hands from cable or cable may kink, twist and
break. The motor will stop and the cable and drum will
turn backwards until the energy stored in the cable is re-
lieved. Do not remove hands from cable until the tension
is released. Place FOR/OFF/REV switch in OFF position.

Freeing a stuck tool

If the tool is stuck in the blockage, with the FOR/OFF/-
REV switch in the OFF position and the foot switch
released, try pulling the cable loose from the blockage.
Be careful not to damage the cable or tool while pulling
on the cable. If the tool will not come free from the
blockage, place the FOR/OFF/REV switch in the REV po-
sition. Grasp the cable with both gloved hands, press the
foot switch for several seconds and pull on the cable until
it is free of the blockage. Do not operate the machine in
the REV position any longer than required to free the cut-
ting tool from the blockage or cable damage can occur.
Place the FOR/OFF/REV switch in the FOR position
and continue cleaning the drain. 

Retrieving the cable

Once the drain is open, start a flow of water down the
drain to flush the debris out of the line. This can be
done by running a hose down the drain opening, turning
on a faucet in the system or other methods. Pay attention
to the water level, as the drain could plug again.

With water flowing through the drain, retrieve the cable
from the line. The FOR/OFF/REV switch should be in
the FOR position – do not retrieve the cable with the
FOR/OFF/REV in the REV position, this can damage the
cable. As with feeding the cable into the drain, keep both
hands on the cable for control. The tool can become
caught while being retrieved. Pull 6" - 12" of cable from the
drain at a time and feed back into the drum. The flow of
water down the line will help to clean the cable as it is re-
trieved. Continue retrieving the cable this way until the tool
is just inside the drain opening. Release your foot from the
foot switch, allowing the drum to come to a complete
stop. Do not pull the end of the cable from the drain
while the cable is rotating. The cable can whip around
and could cause serious injury.

Place the FOR/OFF/REV in the OFF position and with dry
hands unplug the machine or remove the battery. Pull the
remaining cable from the drain by hand and feed into
the drain cleaner. If needed, change the tool and continue
cleaning following the above process. Several passes
through a line are recommended for complete cleaning.

Using Machines with Guide Hose and
AUTOFEED

Figure 13 – Using Machine With AUTOFEED

Grasp the AUTOFEED with one hand and hold it so
that the end of the AUTOFEED is within 6 inches of
the drain opening. See Figure 13. The guide hose helps
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to protect the fixture from damage and contain the liquid
thrown off the cable as it is retrieved from the drain. If the
AUTOFEED is not kept within 6" of the drain opening, the
cable will not be properly supported and may allow the
cable to twist, kink or break.

When using a machine with a front guide hose, pay at-
tention to how the guide hose feels in your hand and
watch the drum rotation. Because the guide hose is
over the cable, there is less sensitivity to the loading of
the cable, and it can be harder to tell if the tool is rotating
or not. If the tool is not rotating, the drain is not being
cleaned.

Figure 14 – Advance/Retract Feed Lever

Starting the cable in the drain

Confirm at least one foot of cable is in drain and end of
AUTOFEED is less than 6" from Drain opening. Press on
the foot switch to start the machine. To advance the
cable into the drain, depress the ADVANCE feed lever
(Figure 14 and 15). The rotating cable will work its way
into the drain. The person controlling the cable and
the AUTOFEED must also control the foot switch. Do
not operate the drain cleaner with one person con-
trolling the cable and AUTOFEED and another
person controlling the foot switch. This can lead to
kinking, twisting and breaking of the cable.

If it is hard to get the cable through a trap, the following
methods or combination of methods can be used. 

• First, sharp downward thrusts on the cable, both with
and without the cable turning, can help to get the
tool to pass through the trap. 

• A second method is to run the drain cleaner in REV
(REVERSE) for several seconds while pushing down on
the cable. Only do this long enough to get the cable
started through the trap. Running the drain cleaner in re-
verse can damage the cable. 

• Finally, if none of these options work, consider using a
smaller diameter or more flexible cable, or a different
drain cleaner.

Figure 15 – AUTOFEED in Advance and Retrieve Position

Cleaning the Drain

Always keep one hand on the guide hose. As you feed the
cable into the drain, you may feel and see the cable slow
down and feel the guide hose start to load or wind up (this
will feel like the guide hose is starting to twist or squirm).
This may be a transition in the drain line (trap, elbow,
etc.) build up in the drain (grease, etc.), or the actual
blockage. Feed the cable slowly and carefully. Do not let
cable build up outside drain. This can cause the cable to
twist, kink or break. Keep end of AUTOFEED within 6" of
drain opening.

Pay attention to the amount of cable that has been fed into
the drain. If using cable with the “speed bump” feature
(See Figure 12), the speed bump will not pass through the
depressed AUTOFEED. This indicates that it is time to re-
trieve the cable. Feeding cable into a larger drain line or
similar transition may cause the cable to kink or knot and
prevent removal from the drain. Minimize the amount of
cable fed into the transition to prevent problems.

Working the blockage

If the tool at the end of the cable stops turning, it is no
longer cleaning the drain. If the tool becomes lodged in the
blockage and power is maintained to the drain cleaner, the
cable will start to wind up (this may feel like the guide hose
is starting to twist or squirm) and buildup outside the
drain. Having a hand on the guide hose can allow you to
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feel this wind up and control the cable. As you feel the
cable wind up or if the tool stops turning, immediately re-
lease the advance feed and depress the retrieve feed
lever to free the tool from the blockage. Don’t keep the
cable rotating if the tool is stuck in a blockage. If the tool
stops turning and the drum keeps rotating, the cable can
twist, kink or break.

Once the tool is free of the blockage and the tool is turning
again, you can slowly feed the rotating tool back into the
blockage. Let the spinning tool “dwell” in the blockage to
help completely break it up. Do not try to force the tool
through the blockage. Work the tool in this manner until the
tool has moved completely past the blockage (or block-
ages), and the drain is flowing. 

While working the blockage, the tool and cable may be-
come clogged with debris and cuttings from the blockage.
This can prevent further progress. The cable and tool
need to be retrieved from the drain and the debris re-
moved. See section on “Retrieving the Cable”.

If the tool continues to get hung up in the blockage, stop
using the auto feed and work the cable by hand as detailed
in the Manual Feed Section. To do this, the cable must be
retrieved from the drain and the guide hose and AUTO-
FEED removed from the machine to allow proper
positioning of the machine to the drain and access to the
cable. Do not try to work the cable by hand with the guide
hose and AUTOFEED in place.

Handling a stuck tool

If the tool stops turning and the cable cannot be pulled
back from the blockage, release the foot switch, maintain
a firm grip on the AUTOFEED and guide hose and release
the feed lever. Do not remove your hand from cable or
the cable may kink, twist and break. The motor will
stop and the cable and drum will turn backwards until
the energy stored in the cable is relieved. Do not remove
hand from the AUTOFEED and cable until the tension is
released. Place FOR/OFF/REV switch in the OFF position.

Freeing a stuck tool

If the tool is stuck in the blockage, place the FOR/OFF/-
REV switch in the REV position. With both AUTOFEED
levers released press the foot switch for several seconds
until it is free of the blockage. Do not operate the machine
in the REV position any longer than required to free the
cutting tool from the blockage or cable damage can occur.
Place the FOR/OFF/REV switch in the FOR position and
continue cleaning the drain. 

Retrieving the cable

Once the drain is open, start a flow of water down the drain
to flush the debris out of the line. This can be done by run-

ning a hose down the drain opening, turning on a faucet in
the system or other methods. Pay attention to the water
level, as the drain could plug again. 

With water flowing through the drain, retrieve the cable from
the line by depressing the retrieve feed lever. The
FOR/OFF/REV switch should be in the FOR position – do
not retrieve the cable with the FOR/OFF/REV in the REV
position, this can damage the cable. As with feeding the
cable into the drain, keep hands firmly on the AUTOFEED
and guide hose for control. The tool can become caught
while being retrieved. The flow of water down the line will
help to clean the cable as it is retrieved. Continue retriev-
ing the cable until the tool is just inside the drain opening.
Release the feed lever and release the foot switch, al-
lowing the drum to come to a complete stop. Do not pull
the end of the cable from the drain while the cable is
rotating. The tool can whip around and could cause se-
rious injury.

Place the FOR/OFF/REV in the OFF position and with dry
hands unplug the machine. Pull the remaining cable from
the drain by hand and feed into the drain cleaner. If
needed, change the tool and continue cleaning following
the above process. Several passes through a line are
recommended for complete cleaning.

Maintenance Instructions
WARNING

Maintain drain cleaning machine according to these
procedures to reduce risk of injury from electrical
shock, chemical burns and other causes.

FOR/OFF/REV switch should be OFF and machine
unplugged before performing any maintenance.

Always wear safety glasses and RIDGID drain clean-
ing gloves when performing any maintenance.

Cables
Cables should be thoroughly flushed with water after every
use to prevent damaging effects of sediment and drain
cleaning compounds. Remove guide hose and drain debris
from drum by tipping machine forward after every use to re-
move sediment and chemicals which can corrode cable.

To help prevent corrosion during storage, cables can be
coated with RIDGID Cable Rust Inhibitor. Once the cable
is clean and dry, pull the cable from the drum. While
manually feeding the cable back into the drum, wipe the
Cable Rust Inhibitor on the cable with a cloth.

Do not apply the Cable Rust Inhibitor to a rotating
cable. The cloth and your hand can become entangled in
the cable, and Cable Rust Inhibitor can be slung from ro-
tating cable.

K-40 Drain Cleaning Machine
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AUTOFEED
Weekly remove the AUTOFEED mechanism from the
AUTOFEED hand grip and clean and lubricate.

1. Lift both AUTOFEED levers and push the cable
through the AUTOFEED.

2. Remove screw from AUTOFEED hand grip using
3/16" allen wrench (Figure 16A) and remove the AUTO-
FEED mechanism (Figure 16B).

Figure 16A

Figure 16B

3. Wipe or wash dirt and debris out of the AUTOFEED
mechanism and hand grip.

4. On the AUTOFEED mechanism, apply a small amount
of general purpose grease to the Lever arm pivot
points roller bearing surfaces.

Reassemble in reverse order. AUTOFEED mechanism
will only fit into hand grip one way.

Cleaning
The machine should be cleaned as needed with hot,
soapy water and/or disinfectants. Do not allow water to
enter motor or other electrical components. Make sure
unit is completely dry before plugging in and using.

Changing Cable
Changing Inner Drum
The K-40 is supplied with an inner drum that fits snugly in-
side a two-piece drum that allows easy change-out of
cable. To access the inner drum feature:

1. On units supplied with mounting bracket, remove one
mounting bracket bolt and loosen the remaining one.
Swing mounting bracket to OPEN position (Figure 17).

Figure 17 – Mounting Bracket Swung OPEN For Drum
Access

2. Loosen the four screws that hold the drum front to the
drum back. Loosen each screw about 3 full turns
(Figure 18).

Figure 18 – Loosen 4 Drum Screws About 3 Full Turns
But Do Not Remove

3. Separate the drum front from the drum back by hold-
ing the drum back and twisting the drum front counter
clockwise. (Figure 19).
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long section of the torque arm lies against the outer
wall of inner drum. Coil the cable into the inner drum
CLOCKWISE (See Figure 21).

Figure 21 – When loading cable into an inner drum,
wind the cable in CLOCKWISE.

Accessories
WARNING

Only the following RIDGID products have been de-
signed to function with the K-40 Drain Cleaning
Machine. Other accessories suitable for use with
other tools may become hazardous when used on
the K-40. To prevent serious injury, use only the ac-
cessories specifically designed and recommended
for use with the K-40, such as those listed below.
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Figure 19 – Twist Drum Apart

4. Remove the inner drum, with cable, out of the drum
back and pull cable through drum front.

5. Reverse process to install inner drum. Inspect condi-
tion of gasket on drum front and replace if necessary.
This prevents liquid leakage from drum.

Loading Cable into Inner Drum
1. Remove existing cable from drum if required.

2. Remove torque arm from end of cable using a flat
head screwdriver.

3. To make installing the new cable easier, completely
uncoil the new cable before proceeding. Use cau-
tion when removing the cable from the package. The
cable is under tension and could strike the user.

4. Add a gradual 30 degree bend approximately 4" from
the drum end of the cable as shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20 – Torque Arm Attached to Cable. Cable Should
Be Permanently Bent as Shown with Clamp
Installed Approx. 2" From End of Cable

5. Install the torque arm approximately 2" from the drum
end of the cable as shown in Figure 20 and firmly
tighten with a flat head screwdriver. The torque arm
improves torque transfer to the cable when most of the
cable is out of the drum.

6. Place the torque arm into the inner drum so that the
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Catalog
No. 

26558

23913
72702
76817

83407
83417
68917
71847
98072

Model
No.

A-40AF

A-39/40AF
A-40B

Description
AUTOFEED Assembly & Guide Hose for
K-40 Includes Mounting Bracket
AUTOFEED Cartridge Assembly for K-40
Mounting Bracket
C-6 Cable Kit Includes:
– C-6 3/8″ x 35′ (10.7m) Cable w/Inner

Drum
– Torque Arm
– T-250 5 Piece Tool Kit
14.4V Battery Pack
115V Charger
Inner Drum
Torque Arm
C-6IC Cable Kit Includes:
– C-6IC 3/8″ x 35′ (10.7m) Cable w/Inner

Drum
– Torque Arm
– T-250 5 Piece Tool Kit

Accessories


